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Abstract

The evaluation of results obtained from software cluster-
ing algorithms has attracted the attention of many reverse
engineering researchers. Several methods that compare flat
decompositions of software systems have been presented in
the literature. However, software clustering algorithms of-
ten produce nested decompositions. Converting nested de-
compositions to flat ones in order to compare them may re-
move significant information.

In this paper, we introduce a framework called END that
reuses comparison methods for flat decompositions in or-
der to compare nested decompositions without loss of in-
formation. We also present experimental results with END
using several existing methods as plugins that demonstrate
its usefulness.

1 Introduction

It is difficult to imagine a world without computers
nowadays. Many organizations such as banks, airports, or
even smaller companies are relying on software systems in
order to function properly. As a result, software systems
become more and more complicated, as they attempt to im-
prove constantly to meet market requirements. Often the
market demands new software features in a short time. One
of the consequences of this trend is that software systems
often have poor documentation. In many cases, design doc-
uments are never updated.

At the same time, software developers often move to
other projects or even different companies. Moreover, soft-
ware developers are often using code components that were
not developed in-house. Finally, research on code cloning
indicates that the exchange of source code through the indis-
criminate use of copy/paste facilities is a common practice
between software developers. As a result, developers often
do not know exactly what is going on in the code they are
working with.

These factors create situations where software develop-
ers can not predict the system’s behaviour. Maintenance
activities, such as fixing bugs or developing new features,

require a lot of effort from developers and testers. A large
amount of important business software is in operation today
that developers are simply afraid to change. Organizations
are often faced with the dilemma of either switching to a
new software product, or re-engineering the existing one.
Risk assessment processes often indicate the latter approach
as the most viable one.

Retrieving design information from the source of a soft-
ware system is an important problem that affects all stages
of the life cycle of a software system. Usually, complicated
systems consist of different subsystems that can help di-
vide such a system into logical components. The natural
decomposition of a software system is usually presented as
a nested decomposition [6]. Many different methodologies
and approaches that attempt to create such decompositions
automatically have been presented the literature[1, 4, 6, 9,
11, 14]. Most of them produce nested decompositions.

Evaluating the effectiveness of software clustering ap-
proaches is a challenging issue. Comparing results pro-
duced by different tools is a complicated problem. A num-
ber of approaches that attempt to tackle this problem have
been presented [7, 10, 13]. However, all of them assume a
flat decomposition.

In this paper, we present a framework called END that al-
lows one to reuse a technique developed for flat decomposi-
tions in order to compare nested ones. The END framework
takes into account all levels of a nested decomposition when
making the comparison. We apply several existing compar-
ison methods to the END framework, and we use it to com-
pare nested decompositions for two large software systems.
Our experiments show that the END framework can provide
more accurate results than the original methods.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 describes related work concentrating on existing
methods for the comparison of flat decompositions. Section
3 presents the issues that arise when nested decompositions
are flattened in order to be compared using existing meth-
ods. Our solution to this problem, the END framework, is
presented in Section 4. Experiments that showcase the use-
fulness of the framework are presented in section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.



2 Related work

One of the early works on experimental evaluation of
software clustering techniques was presented by Lakhotia
and Gravely [8]. Their evaluation metric, however, can only
be applied to hierarchical clustering algorithms that produce
dendrograms, a feature that limits its applicability.

More recently, Anquetil and Lethbridge [2] used the
well-known Information Retrieval measures of Precision
and Recall in order to measure similarity between differ-
ent clusterings of the same software system. Though their
work produced many interesting results, the limitations of
the two measures are well-documented [10, 12].

The MoJo distance measure [13, 15] attempts to capture
the distance between two decompositions as the minimum
number of operations one has to perform in order to trans-
form one into the other. The MoJoFM effectiveness mea-
sure [16] is based on MoJo distance but produces a number
in the range 0-100 which is independent of the size of the
decompositions.

Koschke and Eisenbarth [7] presented an elaborate
framework that extends and removes the limitations of the
approach taken by Lakhotia and Gravely. They incorpo-
rate the fact that one may have to cope with approximate
matches between clusters in real life. Their approach in-
cludes an overall recall rate that captures the quality of a
particular technique.

Mitchell and Mancoridis [10] were the first to present a
similarity (EdgeSim) and a distance (MeCl) measurement
that consider relations between components as the impor-
tant factor for the comparison of software system decompo-
sitions.

Finally, the EdgeMoJo measure [17] attempts to com-
bine several aspects of existing techniques. It is the only
comparison method that considers both the placement of
objects into clusters, as well as the relations between them.

3 Flat vs. nested decompositions

The methods presented in the previous section have been
developed in order to compare flat decompositions. Since
clustering algorithms commonly create nested decomposi-
tions, various methods have been devised in order to evalu-
ate clustering results using these methods. The most com-
mon approach is to convert the nested decompositions into
flat ones before applying the comparison method. However,
this approach has limitations.

Converting a nested decomposition to a flat one is com-
monly done in two different ways depending on whether a
compact or a detailed flat decomposition is required:

1. Converting a nested decomposition to a compact flat
one. Each object is assigned to its ancestor that is clos-

est to the root of the containment tree. The flat decom-
position obtained contains only the top-level clusters
of the original one (Figure 1 presents an example of
such a conversion).
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Figure 1. Conversion of a nested decomposi-
tion to a compact flat decomposition.

2. Converting a nested decomposition to a detailed flat
one. Each cluster and its sub-tree is assigned directly
to the root of the containment tree. The decomposition
obtained contains any cluster that contained at least
one object in the original decomposition (an example
with the same nested decomposition as in Figure 1 is
presented in Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Conversion of a nested decomposi-
tion to a detailed flat one.

Figure 3 presents three decompositions of the same soft-
ware system. Clearly, decompositions (a) and (b) have dif-
ferent hierarchical structures. Such decompositions cannot
be compared directly using one of the methods presented
already.

If we convert the decompositions in Figure 3 to compact
flat form, they will both become equivalent to decomposi-
tion (c). However, the original decompositions were quite
different. A significant amount of information has been lost.
Figure 4 presents an example where detailed transformation
creates a similar problem.

These examples illustrate clearly that converting nested
decompositions to flat ones removes significant information
that could impact the evaluation process.

The next section discusses a framework that alleviates
this problem.
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Figure 3. Limitation of compact flat decompo-
sitions.
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Figure 4. Limitation of detailed flat decompo-
sitions.
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4 The Evaluation of Nested Decompositions
(END) framework

The Evaluation of Nested Decompositions (END) frame-
work is able to compare two nested decompositions without
any information loss by converting them into vectors of flat
decompositions and applying existing comparison methods
to selected elements of these vectors. This section presents
this process in detail.

We begin by introducing certain terms that will help our
discussion.

Each cluster in the nested decomposition is assigned a
level that is equal to the length of the path from the root
of the decomposition to itself. For example, in Figure 3b,
clusterB2 has a level of 1, while clusterB7 has a level of
3. Theheightof a nested decomposition is defined as its
maximum cluster level.

The algorithm that transforms a nested decomposition to
a vector of flat ones works as follows:

For each cluster levelℓ in the nested decomposition we
construct a flat decomposition as described below:

1. Each object in a cluster of level larger thanℓ is as-
signed to its ancestor of levelℓ. This results is a nested
decompositionT of heightℓ.

2. ConvertT to a detailed flat decomposition, as de-
scribed in Section 3.

We denote a flat decomposition corresponding to levelℓ

with Pℓ.
Figure 5 showsP2 for the decomposition in Figure 3b.

5B4B3B1B

2Decomposition P

7654321 8 1514131211109

Figure 5. Flat Decomposition P2 for the de-
composition in Figure 3b.

Definition 4.1. Nested decomposition vector (NDV)of a
nested decomposition is a vector, whereNDVi=Pi.

The size of an NDV is equal to the height of its corre-
sponding nested decomposition. It is interesting to note that
the first element in the NDV is a compact flat decompo-
sition, while the detailed flat decomposition is its last ele-
ment.

Our method for the comparison of two nested decompo-
sitions depends on the fact that a technique to compare flat
decompositions already exists. Let us call this techniqueM.
Consider two nested decomposition vectorsV andU con-
structed from different software decompositions of the same
software system. If the two vectors have different sizes,
then the shorter one is expanded so that the two sizes are
equal. Let us assume without loss of generality, thatV is
shorter thanU . If the size ofV is s, then all new elements
appended toV are equal toVs. In other words, any extra
flat decompositions appended toV are equal to the detailed
flat decomposition.

Definition 4.2. Similarity vector SM of two nested de-
compositions with NDVsV andU is a vector of equal size
to V andU , whereSMi

= M(Vi, Ui).

As a result, the similarity vectorSM contains the value
of the comparison methodM for all cluster levels.

The overall similarity between the two nested decom-
position will be computed based on the similarity vector.
There are many ways to convert the similarity vector to a
number, such as taking the norm of the vector. A more flex-
ible approach would allow different weights for different
coordinates. The formula would be the following:

√

∑

(wiSMi

2) (1)

where
∑

wi = 1 so that the overall result is normalized
and can be compared to numbers obtained without using the
END framework.

It is interesting to note that if the vector of weights is
(1,0,...,0), then END becomes equivalent to comparing flat
compact decompositions, while if the vector is (0,...,0,1),
then END is equivalent to comparing flat detailed decom-
positions. In this sense, the END framework generalizes
existing approaches, while providing more flexibility to the
reverse engineer.

In the next section, we present several experiments with
an implementation of the END framework. We have created
plugins for several of the comparison methods presented in
Section 2. Unfortunately, the implementation of MeCl that
was available to us contained a bug since the output was fre-
quently outside the expected range of 0-100. For this rea-
son, we only present results for MoJo, MoJoFM, Koschke-
Eisenbarth, EdgeSim, and EdgeMoJo.
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5 Experiments

The experiments presented in this section were run on
nested decompositions of two large open source software
systems:

• Linux . We experimented with version 2.0.27a of this
free operating system that is probably the most famous
open-source system. This version had 955 source files
and approximately 750,000 lines of code. An authori-
tative decomposition for Linux was presented in [3].

• Mozilla . This is a widely used open-source web
browser. We experimented with version 1.3 that was
released in March 2003. It contains approximately 4.5
million lines of C and C++ source code. A decompo-
sition of the Mozilla source files for version M9 was
presented in [5]. For the evaluation portion of our
work, we used an updated decomposition for version
1.3 [18].

Apart from the authoritative decompositions of these two
systems, we also created nested decompositions by clus-
tering them with two well-known software clustering algo-
rithms:

• ACDC. This is a pattern-based software clustering
algorithm that attempts to recover subsystems com-
monly found in manually-created decompositions of
large software systems [14].

• Bunch. This is a suite of algorithms that attempt to
find a decomposition that optimizes a quality measure
based on high-cohesion, low-coupling [9].

Table 1 summarizes the decompositions used in the fol-
lowing experiments. It also presents the abbreviations we
will use for them in this paper, as well as their height.

Sign Description Height
L Linux Authoritative Decomposition 6

LA Linux ACDC Decomposition 3
LB Linux Bunch Decomposition 4
M Mozilla Authoritative Decomposition 5

MA Mozilla ACDC Decomposition 4
MB Mozilla Bunch Decomposition 5

Table 1. Nested decompositions used in the
experiments.

We conducted two different types of experiments as out-
lined in the next two sections.

5.1 END vs Existing Approaches

The target of the first series of experiments is to compare
the results obtained from existing comparison methods to
the results obtained by the END framework using the same
measurement as a plug-in. We calculated the (dis)similarity
between different nested decompositions using both the
END framework and the standalone approaches. For each
standalone approach, we calculated two values: the value
obtained when using the compact flat decomposition, and
the value obtained when using the detailed one. In this se-
ries of experiments, END is using the same weight for all
components of the similarity vector.

Table 2 presents a summary of the obtained results. A
graphical representation of the results is also given in Fig-
ure 6. In all cases, a lower value indicates that the two de-
compositions were more similar. Note that values for the
Koschke-Eisenbarth measure range from 0 to 1, MoJoFM
and EdgeSim values range from 0 to 100, while MoJo and
EdgeMoJo values are positive and bounded bys and 2s re-
spectively, wheres is the number of elements in each de-
composition.

A number of interesting observations can be made based
on these results.

To begin with, it is noteworthy that if one assumes bal-
anced decompositions in terms of the number of objects per
cluster, as well as the number of clusters per level, the ex-
pected order of the three plots in each graph would be: the
plot corresponding to the detailed decomposition should be

Method L - LA L - LB M - MA M - MB

MoJo C 342 252 1443 1319
MoJo D 560 555 2100 1962
MoJo E 517.67 466.02 1848.80 1649.37

MoJoFM C 27.73 13.11 11.05 18.97
MoJoFM D 40.11 26.64 30.04 21.28
MoJoFM E 33.78 18.57 24.17 24.80

Koschke C 0.07 0.14 0.06 0.08
Koschke D 0.36 0.15 0.17 0.12
Koschke E 0.23 0.12 0.15 0.12

EdgeSim C 55.66 74.24 59.69 71.68
EdgeSim D 70.75 86.17 68.88 76.37
EdgeSim E 64.55 80.46 65.80 74.66

EdgeMoJo C 1317.10 1581.56 6193.23 5336.21
EdgeMoJo D 987.88 1331.72 4303.46 5387.47
EdgeMoJo E 1161.72 1508.87 5066.31 4881.42

Table 2. Summary of Comparing Nested De-
compositions (C = compact, D = detailed, E =
END).
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Figure 6. Comparing END to various standalone approaches.

at the top, followed by the one corresponding to the END
framework, while the plot corresponding to the compact de-
composition should be the lowest. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 6, MoJo and EdgeSim follow this pattern. Any devia-
tions from this - usually indicated by a crossing between the
plots - are worthy of discussion.

For example, in the MoJoFM graph the “END plot” is
higher than the “detailed plot” for the data point that cor-
responds to Mozilla and Bunch. This indicates that consid-
ering the intermediate levels as well helps Bunch achieve a
better result. In other words, it appears that Bunch selects
good top-level clusters, but does not necessarily do as well
for the fine-grained ones. Since Bunch provides an option
to create a decomposition at any level requested by the user,
our experiments would indicate that selecting a higher level
is recommended.

Another interesting observation is that the expected or-
der for EdgeMoJo is actually reversed. This indicates that
the edge component of EdgeMoJo penalizes more at the
compact decomposition level. This can be explained by the
fact that at that level, aMoveoperation between two clus-
ters would result in the displacement of a large number of
edges. This interesting property of the EdgeMoJo metric

was revealed through the use of the END framework for the
first time.

The results for the Koschke-Eisenbarth measure corrob-
orate our previous observation for Bunch, since the END
framework and the detailed decomposition produce the
same value for Mozilla. However, this time we see a dif-
ferent phenomenon for Linux. The compact and detailed
plots are far apart for ACDC, but they are almost equal for
Bunch. This is exactly the motivation for this work. Con-
centrating on a particular flat decomposition can provide bi-
ased results. Considering all levels (possibly with different
weights) can give a better view of the quality of a particular
decomposition.

Finally, it is interesting to note that in all experiments
the values obtained for ACDC conformed to the expected
order (with the already explained exception for EdgeMoJo).
This is probably due to the fact that ACDC creates clusters
of bounded cardinality, a restriction that does not apply to
Bunch.
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5.2 Various weighting schemes

As explained above, the END framework does not spec-
ify exact rules for the conversion of the similarity vector to
a number. This can be done in a way that fits the specific
needs of the reverse engineer using the framework. The
previous experiments used equal weights for all elements
in the similarity vector. However, other weighting schemes
are also possible. We present and experiment with five of
them:

1. The first element of the similarity vector has larger
weight than the rest, i.e. more importance is assigned
to the compact flat decomposition. We denote this
weighting scheme by F.

2. The last element of the similarity vector has larger
weight than the rest, i.e. more importance is assigned
to the detailed flat decomposition. We denote this
weighting scheme by L.

3. All elements of the similarity vector have the same
weight (denoted by ALL).

4. Each element in the vector has a weight equal to its in-
dex, i.e. the first element has a weight of 1, the second
a weight of 2 etc. These weights are of course normal-
ized before they are applied. We denote this scheme
by UP.

5. Similar to UP, but in reverse order, i.e. the last element
has a weight of 1, the second last a weight of 2 etc.
(denoted by DOWN).

The actual formulas that were used in each case are given
in Table 3. For simplicity, in these formulasxi = SMi

.

Abbr Formula
F

√

(
∑

(x2
i

1
N+1 ) + x2

0
2

N+1 )

L
√

(
∑

(x2
i

1
N+1 ) + x2

N

2
N+1 )

ALL
√

(
∑

(x2
i

1
N

))

UP
√

(
∑

(x2
i

2i

N(N+1) ))

DOWN
√

(
∑

(x2
i

2(N−i+1)
N(N+1) ))

Table 3. Formulas for all weighting schemes

Table 4 presents the results of these experiments. They
are also presented in graphical form in Figure 7.

Assuming balanced decompositions, the expected order
for the various plots in these graphs is the following (in or-
der from top to bottom): UP, L, ALL, F, DOWN. As can
be seen in Figure 7, the values for MoJo follow this pattern.
As before, crossings in these graphs make for interesting
observations.

MoJo L - LA L - LB M - MA M - MB
F 492.76 437.68 1775.08 1588.80
L 524.97 481.99 1901.70 1716.46

ALL 517.67 466.02 1848.80 1649.37
UP 549.78 510.87 1955.81 1754.17

DOWN 441.27 390.12 1475.81 1291.45

MoJoFM L - LA L - LB M - MA M - MB
F 32.85 17.77 22.17 23.75
L 34.91 20.14 25.45 24.14

ALL 33.78 18.57 24.17 24.80
UP 35.74 20.85 26.81 25.12

DOWN 27.35 14.05 20.02 21.34

Koschke L - LA L - LB M - MA M - MB
F 0.21 0.12 0.13 0.12
L 0.25 0.13 0.15 0.12

ALL 0.23 0.12 0.15 0.12
UP 0.27 0.12 0.16 0.13

DOWN 0.17 0.08 0.13 0.11

EdgeSim L - LA L - LB M - MA M - MB
F 63.16 79.46 64.62 74.07
L 65.63 81.44 65.80 75.01

ALL 65.55 80.46 67.30 74.66
UP 66.81 82.33 52.00 75.48

DOWN 53.27 65.83 74.07 58.28

EdgeMoJo L - LA L - LB M - MA M - MB
F 1189.02 1521.23 5310.86 4975.70
L 1134.59 1480.82 4923.21 4986.74

ALL 1161.72 1508.87 5066.31 4881.42
UP 1105.45 1466.79 4727.89 4897.23

DOWN 948.11 1252.26 3693.19 3504.79

Table 4. Experimental results with various
weighting schemes.

For instance, in the MoJoFM graph, we have that UP
is lower than L in the case of Mozilla and Bunch. This
means that when a lower weight is assigned to the compact
decomposition, the result becomes worse for Bunch. This
is in agreement with the observation in the previous section
that Bunch performs better at coarse-grained levels.

A similar phenomenon takes place for the Koschke-
Eisenbarth measure but in the case of Linux and Bunch. It
is quite intriguing that a similar deviation was observed for
this measure in the previous section as well. Further inves-
tigation is required to determine what feature of this metric
is responsible for this behaviour with regard to the Linux
decompositions.

The results for EdgeMoJo are again in the reverse order
than expected for the reasons described above. At the same
time, the EdgeSim results follow the expected order except
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Figure 7. Weighting scheme results.

that the result for ALL is better than that for L in the case
of Mozilla and ACDC, the only deviation from the expected
order we observed for ACDC.

Finally, it is quite interesting to note that through all
these experiments, the results produced by ACDC were
rated higher that those of Bunch in approximately 50% of
the experiments. Perhaps not surprisingly, MoJo rates the
ACDC results consistently better, while EdgeSim does so
for the results of Bunch. A more detailed comparative study
of this behaviour is part of our future plans.

Our overall observation from these experiments is that
the END framework has revealed many interesting proper-
ties of the clustering algorithms we experimented with as
well as the comparison methods we used as plugins. We are
hopeful that reverse engineers that are more familiar with
the software system they are dealing with, as well as the
clustering algorithm they are using, will be able to benefit
even more from the use of this framework.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented a framework called END that al-
lows a reverse engineer to compare nested decompositions

of large software systems without having to lose informa-
tion by transforming them to flat ones first. We also pre-
sented several experiments that demonstrated that the END
framework can provide useful insights into the nature of
software clustering algorithms, as well as the behaviour of
existing comparison methods for flat decompositions.
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